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S1'&2 Aabye Kierkegaard (3 May 4546–44 November 4533)(is the most important Danish 
philosopher of the nineteenth century. His contributions in ethics, moral psychology, 
and philosophy of religion took some time to spread beyond Denmark, but his in7u-
ence on early twentieth-century German and French philosophy was substantial,4 and by 
mid-century his work had been translated into nearly 89 languages. :e larger context of 
Kierkegaard’s thought was the German philosophy and theology of the early nineteenth 
century,8 but his approach to the issues that context presented was novel both in its con-
tent and in its mode of presentation. Although he published a series of works under his 
own name—including upbuilding and Christian discourses and a large monograph on 
Christian ethics—his most important philosophical works were published under a set of 
pseudonyms. :e broader aim in these works is to present a set of comprehensive aesthetic, 
ethical, and religious life-views. :e device of pseudonymity allowed him to argue for and 
against these life-views (and their components) from di;erent perspectives. As a result we 
see them both as they look from the inside, to those trying to understand and direct their 
lives in the terms they provide, and as they look from the outside, to those with opposed 
commitments. Some views are portrayed as more adequate than others, in various ways, to 
the situation of existing subjectivity, and Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous corpus as a whole 
can be approached as a many-sided portrayal of that situation.

:e aesthetic view of life is a major focus in Either/Or (45<6) and Stages on Life’s Way 
(45<3), and a topic in Fear and Trembling (45<6), Repetition (45<6), !e Concept of Anxiety 
(45<<), and Concluding Unscienti"c Postscript to Philosophical Fragments (45<=). It is char-
acterized from two directions:(positively, by characters who embrace it (in Either/Or, for 
instance, by A, the author of the papers in the >rst volume), and critically, by characters 
who do not (in Either/Or, by Judge Wilhelm, the author of the papers in the second volume).

4 Especially important was his early reception by K.(Jaspers and M.(Heidegger, and, later, by J.-P. 
Sartre.

8 Apart from ancient sources (especially Plato) and some Danish thinkers (P. M.(Møller, H.(L. 
Martensen, J.(L. Heiberg, F.(C. Sibbern), Kierkegaard’s main in7uences (and opponents) were I.(Kant, 
J.(G. Hamann, the German idealists (J. G.(Fichte, F.(W. J.(Schelling, G.(W. F.(Hegel), the late idealists 
(I. H.(Fichte, C.(Weisse and their circle), L.(Feuerbach, F.(Schlegel, and F.(D. E.(Schleiermacher.
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A number of con>gurations of the aesthetic approach to life are described in Either/Or 
I, ranging from the unstructured pursuit of one hedonistic pleasure a?er another (in the 
essay on the musical erotic) through a series of approaches organized around more re7ec-
tive pursuit of more sophisticated goals that still revolve around aesthetic satisfaction, and 
culminating in the highly structured production of opportunities for pleasure that is never 
actually enjoyed (in the diary of the seducer). In all of these con>gurations the organizing 
aim is the production of some subjective state—of sensual pleasure, or of re7ective pleas-
ure in works of art, in one’s own self, or in other people rendered interesting by one’s own 
manipulation of them. Notably, the end points (purest immediacy and the aesthetic in its 
most re7ective form) are ideal types:(Don Juan is pure sensuality untouched by re7ection, 
and is an operatic character; Johannes the seducer has a conception of seduction so intel-
lectualized as to be in the end sexless, and is probably a >ctional character of A’s creation. 
:e portions of Either/Or I meant to re7ect A’s actual state of mind convey neither extreme, 
but instead his sophisticated re7ections on the pursuit of the beautiful and the interesting, 
interspersed with expressions of his own frustration, melancholy, and despair.

Despair is the de>ning feature of the aesthetic view of life according to Judge Wilhelm’s 
negative characterization in Either/Or II. What he means by “despair” (Fortvivlesen) is not 
in the >rst instance a psychological state, but rather the aesthete’s denial that he is respon-
sible for his actions and that his ends must ultimately be self-given. :e Judge argues that 
A’s attempt to see himself as a spectator in life rather than a participant in it is a futile 
endeavor,6 and that the despair (in the psychological sense) that A complains of in some 
of the diapsalmata is a symptom of despair in this deeper sense.< :e message of this part 
of Either/Or is that the aesthetic view of life is self-defeating:(it is a nominally normative 
stance (one that purports to be action-guiding) that at the same time denies some presup-
positions of any such stance (e.g. the agent’s responsibility for his own decisions).3

Like the aesthetic standpoint, the ethical standpoint is characterized both positively 
and negatively—positively primarily by Judge Wilhelm in Either/Or II (and his counter-
part in Stages on Life’s Way), and critically in !e Concept of Anxiety, parts of Concluding 
Unscienti"c Postscript, and in !e Sickness unto Death (45<@).

6 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(433; 4@@)–, 6:(4=5. :e Judge argues (at S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(4<@; 
4@@)–, 6:4=4) that A’s refusal to direct his life is itself a way of directing his life. Cf. also S.(Kierkegaard 
4@94–9=, II:(843; 4@@)–, 6:(885–88@.

< A himself embraces fatalism at several points in the >rst volume, and himself connects this 
fatalism to his psychological malaise. “My soul has lost possibility.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, I:(83; 
4@@)–, 8:(39). “It is not merely in isolated moments that I, as Spinoza says, view everything aeterno 
modo, but I(am continually aeterno modo.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, I:(86; 4@@)–, 8:(<5)(Cf. S.(Kierkegaard 
4@94–=, I:(=; 4@@)–, 8:(69. His maxim—not to begin anything, not to will (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–9=, 
I:(86; 4@@)–, 8:(<5)—follows from his fatalism. :e result is that he >nds time senseless (S. Kierkegaard 
4@94–=, I:(46–4<; 4@@)–, 8:(65), existence tedious (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, I:(@; 4@@)–, 8:(66), and nothing 
meaningful (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, I:(43; 4@@)–, 8:(<9).

3 I(argue for this reading of the Judge’s criticism in M.(Kosch 899=a. For similar interpretations 
see, for example, M.(Taylor 4@)3; H.(Fujino 4@@<. Other interpretations have been o;ered. Some take 
the fundamental weakness of the aesthetic standpoint to be the vulnerability to failure of aesthetic 
projects themselves (a vulnerability ethical projects are thought not to share). See, for example, 
W.(Greve 4@@9; P.(Lübcke 4@@4. Others take the fundamental weakness of the aesthetic standpoint to 
lie in its inability to support some aspects of a meaningful and ful>lled human life (such as a stable 
self-conception and stable interpersonal relationships). See, for example, A.(Rudd 4@@6; P.(Mehl 4@@3.
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Wilhelm de>nes the ethical view of life by contrast with the aesthetic:(its central feature 
is the acceptance of personal responsibility. :is emphasis on responsibility is a feature 
of the religious standpoints as well, and for this reason it makes sense to say that the most 
basic division between life-views in the pseudonyms has the aesthetic on one side and the 
ethico-religious on the other.= What distinguishes the ethical stage from the religious is its 
commitment to an account of normativity based on the autonomy of the will. :e Judge 
believes, with Kant and Fichte, that the negative concept of freedom as absence of deter-
mination by alien causes gives rise to a positive concept of freedom as self-determination, 
which in turn gives rise to a law or an end which gives content to the moral life.) In enjoin-
ing A to choose the ethical, the Judge advises him to choose with utmost energy, arguing 
that the demands of the ethical become apparent as soon as one takes choice seriously.5

:e criticisms of the ethical standpoint in the other pseudonyms target this basic prem-
ise; the claim is that it entails that morally wrong actions can never be fully imputable.@ 
:is criticism is most fully spelled out in the second part of !e Sickness unto Death, where 
the premise of the ethics of autonomy is linked with the Socratic–Platonic thesis that 
intentional action always aims at the good;49 a similar worry is voiced in !e Concept of 
Anxiety.44 :e message of these works is that, like the aesthetic view of life, the Judge’s ethi-
cal view is internally incoherent:(the “either/or” that de>nes it (the emphasis on freedom 
and responsibility) is at the same time undermined by the account of the source of norms 
it presupposes, since on that account the agent never in the end confronts a true either/or.48 

= See H.(Fujino 4@@<. :e Judge sorts “speculative philosophy” (i.e. the philosophy of German 
idealism) together with the aesthetic standpoint as a view (though not a “life-view” in the full sense) 
that does not leave room for agency. Cf., for example, S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(433; 4@@)–, 6:(4=).

) In M.(Kosch 899=c, I(argue that J.(G. Fichte was the primary historical model for the ethical 
standpoint described in Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous works. J.(Disse 8999 and H.(Fahrenbach 4@=5 
also present the Judge’s as a basically Kantian/Fichtean view of ethics.

5 He argues that the individual becomes an ethical individual by becoming “transparent to 
himself” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(864; S.(Kierkegaard 4@@), 6:(8<=)(and becomes transparent to 
himself by taking choice seriously. “As soon as a person can be brought to stand at the crossroads 
in such a way that there is no way out for him except to choose, he will choose the right thing” (S. 
Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(438; S.(Kierkegaard 4@@), 6:(4=<). Cf. S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(4@8, 86<; 4@@)–, 
6:(893, 8<@.

@ In fact, accounting for imputable moral evil is a problem for both Kant and Fichte, and the Judge 
explicitly denies its possibility. I(discuss Kant’s problem with accounting for moral evil in M.(Kosch 
899=b ch. 8.(I(discuss the reasons for Fichte’s denial of radical evil in M.(Kosch 899=c. For the Judge’s 
denial, see S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(43), 43@; 4@@)–, 6:(4)9, 4)4.

49 Anti-Climacus characterizes the common feature of the ethical views that are his target as their 
lack of “the courage to declare that a person knowingly does wrong, knows what is right and does 
the wrong” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(893; 4@@)–, 44:(@=). “If sin is being ignorant of what is right and 
therefore doing wrong, then sin does not exist.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(899; 4@@)–, 44:(@9).

44 Vigilius Haufniensis describes a “>rst ethics” (by which he means a non-Christian, philosophical 
ethics) for which “the possibility of sin never occurs” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(8@3; 4@@)–, <:(669)(or 
which includes sin “only insofar as upon this concept it is shipwrecked” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, 
IV:(85@; 4@@)–, <:(68<). I(argue for this way of reading those and related passages in M.(Kosch 899=b, 
4=9–)<.

48 I(argue for this reading of Kierkegaard’s criticism of the ethical standpoint in M.(Kosch 899=b 
433–)5. Other accounts have been o;ered, most of which appeal not to the internal inconsistency of 
the ethical standpoint but its incompleteness or inadequacy to some aspect of human experience. 
Some take its shortcoming to be the absence of individualized duties (see e.g. R.(Adams 4@5)). Some 
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:e ethical standpoint is thus, like the aesthetic, a form of despair (in Kierkegaard’s deep 
sense) and the typology of despair in the >rst half of !e Sickness unto Death includes a 
form that corresponds to it:(the “despair of wanting to be oneself.”46

:e religious standpoint has two main con>gurations:( philosophical and revealed 
religion. In Philosophical Fragments (45<<), Johannes Climacus presents the >rst as the 
“Socratic” account of ethico-religious knowledge, the second as an alternative to it. In 
Concluding Unscienti"c Postscript they are religiousness “A” and “B”. It is with the second, 
and with Christianity in particular, that Kierkegaard is most concerned; but he believed 
that its peculiar characteristics are best brought out by comparing it with the >rst. He 
approaches both—as with the other stages—as comprehensive views of life, examining 
how they function as normative frameworks (how they guide action), what they presup-
pose about the nature of human agency (and whether the presuppositions are plausible), 
and what it is like to take each of them as one’s perspective on life. :ese standpoints are 
again characterized from di;erent perspectives in the di;erent pseudonymous works. 
Johannes Climacus (in Fragments and Postscript) describes the epistemology and psychol-
ogy of both from the perspective of someone who does not presuppose the truth of either. 
Anti-Climacus (in !e Sickness unto Death and Training in Christianity (4539)) o;ers an 
account of the self, of normativity, and of the relation between these two, from within the 
Christian perspective. Vigilius Haufniensis explains the moral psychology of sin (on the 
Christian conception) in !e Concept of Anxiety. (Christianity is the highest stage of exist-
ence in Kierkegaard’s scheme, and so there is no point of view higher than it from which it 
is subjected to criticism. :at said, the diDculty of occupying it is vividly portrayed in all 
of these works, as well as in Fear and Trembling.)

A great variety of religious views fall more or less under the “A” rubric as Kierkegaard 
describes it, and undoubtedly he meant for this to be the case. Although Socrates is the 
named source, surely Spinoza (especially Jacobi’s Spinoza) and Plotinus (whose in7uence 
on the German idealists and the larger philosophical culture of the time was substantial) 
>gured among the historical models. :ese >gures shaped the approach to religion shared 
by the German idealists, and the religion of idealism must sort under “A” if anything does. 
Fichte’s later religious writings may be particularly signi>cant here.4<

Like the ethical standpoint, religiousness A(is characterized as an answer to the norma-
tive question that has its source in human reason; this is what Kierkegaard means when he 
describes A(as “immanent” religiousness.43 :e divine is conceived as a place mapped out 
within a philosophical system; everything about it is knowable by reason alone. :e crite-
rion of the good is union with God, and the task religiousness A(sets for the individual is to 

take it to lie in an alleged inability of >nite individuals to satisfy ethical standards without either 
divine assistance or the possibility of divine forgiveness (see e.g. A.(Hannay 4@58; J.(Whittaker 4@55; 
H.(Fahrenbach 4@=5).

46 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(4)5–54; 4@@)–, 44:(454–<.
4< Although Hegel’s account of religion ful>lls the metaphysical and epistemic constraints 

of Kierkegaard’s description, it wholly lacks the element of existential pathos and emphasis on 
self-negation as an ethical project that are prominent in Postscript’s discussion of religiousness A.

43 Cf., for example, S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(<@5–@; 4@@)–, ):(34@–89. :e early Fichte had 
distinguished dogmatism from the critical philosophy by saying that critical philosophy is 
“immanent” because it “posits everything within the self,” while dogmatism is “transcendent” 
because it “goes on beyond the self” (J. G.(Fichte 4@)4, I:(489). It is this distinction Kierkegaard has in 
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overcome those aspects of her being in which >nitude consists—not only >nite desires and 
attachment to the world (“dying to immediacy”), but also the will itself insofar as it is the 
particular will of a particular individual. :is is an ideal that it is possible to approach, but 
not to attain (since no human individual can entirely overcome his >nitude).4= Moreover, 
it cannot be approached directly through individual e;ort (since individual agency is 
among those characteristics of >nite existence that one is supposed to attempt to over-
come); instead, the su;ering that characterizes existence under the imperative of ful>lling 
an unful>llable task is what brings about a transformation in the individual. :e trial of 
existence is seen as having a reward, but because the trial cannot in any genuine sense be 
passed-or-failed, the reward is not contingent on the individual’s action.4)

:e ethical standpoint and religiousness A(are therefore similar, in that in neither does 
the individual’s ethico-religious fate rest on his own actions.45 From the perspective of the 
agent, one decisive di;erence between the immanent views and religiousness B is that in 
the latter the individual is responsible for her own guilt or innocence.4@

Another decisive di;erence lies in the epistemology of religiousness B, the primary topic 
of Philosophical Fragments. On the account given there, a normative criterion is given to 
human beings through revelation by a transcendent and otherwise unknowable God. :e 
revelation is a contingent historical event; epistemic access to it requires the right sort of 
causal contact (either >rst-hand or through testimony). :is event is at the same time the 
establishment of that criterion as normative for the recipient. Religious belief is justi>ed, 
on this account, just in case it has the correct aetiology. But the possession of such justi-
>cation is unveri>able in principle by any human being (including the believer). :is is 

mind in describing both the “>rst ethics” in !e Concept of Anxiety and the Socratic view in Fragments 
(in which “self-knowledge is god-knowledge” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(454; 4@@)–, <:(889)) as 
“immanent” views.

4= Religiousness A(is based on the idea that “the individual is capable of doing nothing himself but 
is nothing before God . . . and self-annihilation is the essential form for the relationship with God.” (S. 
Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(<94; 4@@)–, ):(<45)(“:e upbuilding element in the sphere of Religiousness A(is 
that of immanence, is the annihilation in which the individual sets himself aside in order to >nd God, 
since it is the individual himself who is the hindrance.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(<5@; 4@@)–, ):(39@).

4) “Religiousness A(makes existence as strenuous as possible (outside the sphere of the 
paradoxically-religious); yet it does not base the relation to an eternal happiness on one’s existing 
but has the relation to an eternal happiness as the basis for the transformation of existence. :e 
“how” of the individual’s existence is the result of the relation to the eternal, not the converse, and 
that is why in>nitely more comes out than was put in.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(399; 4@@)–, 
):(388)(Religiousness A(“is oriented toward the purely human in such a way that it must be assumed 
that every human being, viewed essentially, participates in this eternal happiness and >nally becomes 
eternally happy.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(39); 4@@)–, ):38@).

45 :e close relation between these two standpoints is visible already in Either/Or II, in which the 
Judge presents a sermon by a pastor of his acquaintance on the topic “the upbuilding that lies in the 
thought that before God we are always in the wrong,” saying of it that “In this sermon he has grasped 
what I(have said and what I(would have liked to have said to you; he has expressed it better than I(am 
able to.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, II:(69<; 4@@)–, 6:(645).

4@ Christianity di;ers from the ethical view in allowing for willful de>ance:(“In this transition 
Christianity begins; by taking this path, it shows that sin is rooted in willing and arrives at the concept 
of de>ance” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(89<; 4@@)–, 44:(@<). It di;ers from religiousness A(in that it does 
not equate >nitude with necessary guilt:(“Christianity has never assented to giving each particular 
individual the privilege of starting from the beginning in an external sense. Each individual begins in 
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because, on the one hand, the revealed criterion is not one to which human beings have 
alternative access (e.g. through reason), and so it is unveri>able by reference to any alter-
native.89 But, on the other hand, there can also be no adequate empirical evidence that 
some set of events is a revelation. Kierkegaard agreed with Kant that there can be no imme-
diate, sensibly apprehensible marks of divinity or divine manifestation,84 and he agreed 
with Hume that the sort of mysterious or improbable events that might seem to constitute 
indirect evidence should be regarded with skepticism in direct proportion to their myste-
riousness or improbability (that is, in direct proportion to their suitability as evidence for 
divine revelation).88 Having a religious justi>cation for one’s actions is in practice indistin-
guishable from having no justi>cation at all:(although there is a distinction, it is one only 
God is in a position to draw. Kierkegaard follows Hamann, who in turn follows Hume, 
in concluding that the Christian must therefore view his own belief as itself a miracle.86 
What Hume calls a miracle, Kierkegaard calls “the condition”:(the subjective condition, 
imparted by God, for apprehending a set of events as a revelation.8<

Fear and Trembling is in part a meditation on the normative situation of someone with 
this religious orientation. Abraham is of course not a Christian, but the justi>cation of his 
actions in the binding of Isaac has a similar structure. Johannes de Silentio emphasizes 

an historical nexus, and the consequences of nature still hold true. :e di;erence is that Christianity 
teaches him to li? himself above this ‘more,’ and judges the one who does not to be unwilling.” (S. 
Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(6<8; 4@@)–, <:(6)=–))).

89 Kierkegaard’s disagreement with Kant and Hegel on the relation of priority of reason and 
revelation is spelled out most forcefully in Fear and Trembling’s Problemata (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, 
III:(49<;.; 4@@)–, <:(4<5;.).

84 Historical contemporaneity is no advantage to the believer, since “divinity is not an immediate 
quali>cation” and even the miraculousness of a divine individual’s acts “is not immediately but is only 
for faith, inasmuch as the person who does not believe does not see” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(83=; 
4@@)–, <:(8@9–4). Cf. I.(Kant 4@=5, ):(=6 and =:(5).

88 :e project of giving a “probability proof” of the correctness of religious belief is 
absurd:(“wanting to link a probability proof to the improbable (in order to demonstrate:(that it is 
probable?—but then the concept is changed; or in order to demonstrate:(that it is improbable?—but 
to use probability for that is a contradiction)” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(83)n.; 4@@)–, <:(8@8n.). Cf. 
D.(Hume 4@@@(p.(456:(“Upon the whole, then, it appears, that no testimony for any kind of miracle 
has ever amounted to a probability, much less to a proof; and that, even supposing it amounted to a 
proof, it would be opposed by another proof; derived from the very nature of the fact, which it would 
endeavour to establish.” Hume focuses on the evidence of testimony to miracles, arguing that since 
miracles are, by their nature, maximally improbable, any report of a miracle is therefore incredible. 
But an analogous argument applies, mutatis mutandis, to evidence of the senses. Experience of 
anything seeming to be a miracle is, because of the intrinsic improbability of miracles, far more likely 
to have been a sensory hallucination.

86 J.(G. Hamann 4584–<6, I:(<9=. Cf. D.(Hume 4@@@, p.(45=:(“[W] hoever is moved by Faith to assent to 
[the Christian religion], is conscious of a continued miracle in his own person, which subverts all the 
principles of his understanding, and gives him a determination to believe what is most contrary to 
custom and experience.” Kierkegaard cites Hamann’s embrace of Hume’s conclusion in a journal entry 
of 49 September 456=, commenting:(“one sees the complete misunderstanding between the Christian 
and the non-Christian in the fact that Hamann responds to Hume’s objection:(‘yes, that’s just the 
way it is’.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@9@–)5, I(A 499; 4@@)–, AA:(4<.4). Cf. S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VI:(496; 4@@)–, 
=:(494. For further discussion of Kierkegaard’s appropriation of Hamann and its signi>cance for the 
interpretation of Fear and Trembling in particular, see M.(Kosch 8995.

8< “Only the person who personally receives the condition from the god . . . only that person 
believes” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(8=3; 4@@)–, <:(8@@). “How, then, does the learner become a believer 
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the impossibility of knowing oneself to be justi>ed in religious terms, and the moral anxi-
ety su;ered by the person committed to acting on a divine imperative.83 :is is part of the 
larger project in that text of portraying the religious life as more challenging than it is typi-
cally taken to be—driving up the price of faith, in the terms Johannes employs in preface 
and the epilogue.8= (:is fact makes it all the more puzzling that Fear and Trembling is so 
o?en taken to contain an argument in favor of a religious view of life over a non-religious 
ethical one.8))

Nor is Fear and Trembling the only pseudonymous text that portrays the diDculty of 
occupying this standpoint. Much of the Postscript is dedicated to an exploration of what 
Climacus calls the “existential pathos” of the A(and B forms of the religious life, and he 
argues that the latter is “sharpened” in comparison with the former by the two features 
already mentioned:(its account of the god-relation as a relation to a historically contingent 
apparition; and its emphasis on individual responsibility. :e believer at the standpoint of 
religiousness A(is certain of the object of his belief; and although the believer’s certainty 
is at the same time a consciousness of his necessary inadequacy (qua >nite being), this 
necessity is itself reassuring. By contrast the combination of epistemic groundlessness on 
the one hand, and emphasis on individual responsibility on the other, renders the prospect 
of salvation extremely insecure, and the situation of the believer correspondingly psycho-
logically strenuous, in religiousness B.(In Postscript the language of “market price” appears 
again in the discussion of existential pathos, and the clear message is that salvation (in the 
terms proposed by religiousness B) is a reward so dearly purchased that it is, from a human 
perspective, lunacy to go in for it.85

or a follower? When the understanding is discharged and he receives the condition” (S. Kierkegaard 
4@94–=, IV:(885; 4@@)–, <:(8=3). See also S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, IV:(885, 8=3; 4@@)–, <:(8=3, 8@@.

83 :at Abraham is uncertain of his own justi>cation is suggested at numerous points in the text:(he 
is unable to sleep (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(48=; 4@@)–, <:(4=@), unable to reassure himself that he is 
legitimate (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(448;.; S Kierkegaard 4@@)–, <:(433;.), can >nd reassurance from 
no one else (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(48=; S.(Kierkegaard 4@@)–, <:(4=@)—not even another knight of 
faith (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(489; 4@@)–, <:(4=6)—and is constantly tempted to return to the ethical 
and its relative normative security (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(49@, 44@–89, 4=9; 4@@)–, <:(436, 4=8–6, 
898).

8= S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, III:(3), 4==; 4@@)–, <:(494, 895. See R.(Green 4@@5, 835;. and C.(Evans 4@54, 
p.(4<6, for readings of Fear and Trembling along these lines.

8) For a survey of this part of the literature, see J.(Lippitt 8996 chs. < and =, and R.(Green 4@@5. For 
a rebuttal of what I(see as the various possibilities for reading Fear and Trembling in this way, see 
M.(Kosch 899=c.

85 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(66=; 4@@)–, ):(638. It has seemed plausible to many that Kierkegaard 
endorses a voluntarist account of Christian belief (see e.g. L.(Pojman 4@5<). I(do not believe the texts 
support this reading, and have argued against it in M.(Kosch 899=b 45)–899. But even someone 
convinced that Kierkegaard thought religious belief could be produced voluntarily would have a 
hard time convincing any reader of the Postscript that it could be rational, for prudential reasons, 
to produce it in oneself. Pascal is clearly the target of the remarks referenced here (at S.(Kierkegaard 
4@94–=, VII:(66=; 4@@)–, ):(638); the wager on an eternal happiness would be irrational even if Christian 
belief could be reliably brought about by the means Pascal suggests. Neither can there be Jamesian 
reasons for believing, since on Kierkegaard’s portrayal, far from o;ering reassurance and so enabling 
action in the face of risk and uncertainty, Christian belief is itself the source of the most extreme risk 
and uncertainty. (Some interpreters, by contrast, have argued that the risk that accompanies Christian 
belief is thought by Kierkegaard to be itself a consideration in its favor (see e.g. R.(Adams 4@58 and 
J.(L. Schellenberg 4@@6, 438–=)). :is is one of many approaches to arguments in Postscript that on the 
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Far from o;ering any sort of apology for Christian faith, any justi>cation (epistemic or 
prudential) of the religious standpoint or any attempt to make it more appealing to anyone 
not already occupying it, Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous works do just the opposite:(they are 
dedicated to displaying the true extent of its diDculty. In Postscript, Climacus describes his 
particular authorial vocation as “making diDculties everywhere” in an age in which life in 
general—and Christianity in particular—has been made too easy.8@ :is is an important part 
of Kierkegaard’s own authorial vocation, persisting from early journal entries to the late writ-
ings attacking the Danish state church. For Kierkegaard, the only way open to human beings 
to help one another toward faith is a negative one:(helping them to work their way free of the 
various attitudes that they might mistake for it. :us Johannes de Silentio, while nominally 
praising Abraham, in fact demonstrates the impossibility of taking him (or anyone else) as a 
model of faith; and Johannes Climacus sco;s at the idea of wanting to reassure people about 
their salvation, claiming that in this area “the most one person can do for another is unsettle 
him.”69

Kierkegaard devoted much of his authorship to an extensive typology of moral charac-
ter. :e theory of agency on which that typology is based is presented most systematically in 
!e Sickness unto Death. :ere, in terms that draw on Fichte and Schelling, Anti-Climacus 
describes the self as a synthesis that is self-relating and that, in relating to itself, relates to a 
power that posited it.64

To say that the self is a synthesis is to say that its activity involves bringing together and 
unifying disparate cognitive and conative states into a single consciousness. Anti-Climacus 
claims that the self is a synthesis “of the in>nite and the >nite, of the temporal and the eternal, 
of freedom[/possibility] and necessity.”68 :e pairs of terms emphasize Kierkegaard’s view of 
human agency as an interplay of constraint and transcendence (a theme that appears in !e 
Concept of Anxiety as well). :e agent must integrate the givenness of herself with the set of 
goals or view of life she has taken up, forming her concrete embodiment into some ideal shape, 
but also tailoring the ideal to the unchangeables of personal history, social situation, and phys-
ical and psychological nature.66 Human freedom is both opposed to the constraints upon it 
and dependent on them—opposed because they place limits on possible actions, dependent 
because they provide the context in which actions make sense and so contribute to determin-
ing what actions they are. It is not and cannot be entirely clear where the freedom begins and 
the constraint leaves o;; the agent continually faces the question of what is really possible 
given the constraints, a question that never >nds a >nal answer.6<

assumption—nowhere con>rmed by the texts—that Climacus is in the business of recommending 
Christianity to the non-Christian.)

8@ S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(433–3=; 4@@)–, ):(4)8. Cf. e.g. S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(6<@–39; 
4@@)–, ):(6==–). :e theme is prominent in !e Sickness unto Death as well. “:e trouble is not that 
Christianity is not voiced . . . but that it is voiced in such a way that the majority eventually think it 
utterly inconsequential” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(846; 4@@)–, 44:(84<).

69 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(66=; 4@@)–, ):(638.
64 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(48); 4@@)–, 44:(48@.
68 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(48); 4@@)–, 44:(48@.
66 Note that what is at issue are “ideals” in a projective, but not in a normative sense. I(agree (on this 

and many points) with P.(Lübcke 4@5<.
6< “Where, then, is the boundary for the single individual in his concrete existence between what 

is lack of will and what is lack of ability; what is indolence and earthly sel>shness and what is the 
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To say that the self is a synthesis that relates to itself is to say that its activity is the object 
of immediate awareness and the possible object of re7ective consideration.63 Self-relation 
encompasses a range of degrees of self-consciousness, from immediate awareness of what one 
is doing as one is doing it to the highest degree of re7ectiveness upon one’s life as a whole. 
It subsumes any number of ways of conceptualizing, and stances taken toward, one’s activ-
ity (including refusal to consciously re7ect on it). Self-awareness of any sort becomes part of 
any new synthesis (as when a negative evaluative attitude toward some intention causes one to 
abandon it).

:e characterization up to this point is consistent with, and apparently modeled upon, 
J.(G. Fichte’s theory of the self. But Anti-Climacus takes issue with one central element of 
that account when he claims that, in relating to itself, the self must at the same time relate to 
a power that posited it. What Fichte meant by the claim that the self must view itself as abso-
lutely self-positing is controversial, but he seems to have meant at least that it must see itself 
as self-determining (projecting its own ends and determining itself by action on them) and 
as self-legislating (being the source not only of its actual ends but of the norms that govern 
their adoption). It has appeared to many readers of the early Wissenscha#slehre that Fichte 
also thought of the self as ontologically sui generis, and that he explained the apparent fac-
ticity of agency by appeal to the unconscious character of the empirical self ’s origin in the 
absolute I.(In denying that the self is self-positing, Anti-Climacus surely means to reject the 
third claim. But equally important for the project in !e Sickness unto Death is his rejection 
of the second. :e self is not the source of the laws that govern it, and so in re7ecting on its 
own activity, it must orient itself towards (or away from) a standard that has its source in 
a power outside of it. :is relation can take a number of forms, including any number of 
construals of the nature of that power (and including even the denial that there is any such 
power).

The analysis of despair in the first half of The Sickness unto Death is a catalogue of 
ways to fail to achieve an adequate conception of one’s own selfhood. Despair has one 
unconscious form (not recognizing that one is a self to begin with) and two conscious 
forms:(not wanting (or willing) to be oneself, and wanting (or willing) to be oneself.6= 
These correspond to three ways of misconstruing one’s agency:(failing to see oneself 
as an agent to begin with (unconscious despair); failing to take responsibility for one-
self and one’s actions (aesthetic despair); or aspiring to take total control of oneself 
and to be not only self-directing, but also self-legislating (ethical despair).6) These 

limitation of >nitude? . . . Let(all the dialecticians convene—they will not be able to decide this for a 
particular individual in concreto.” (S. Kierkegaard 4@94–=, VII:(<8=; 4@@)–, ):(<<<).

63 S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(48); 4@@)–, 44:(48@.
6= See, respectively, S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(43<–5; 4@@)–, 44:(43)–=8, S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, 

XI:(4=4–)5; 4@@)–, 44:(4=3–54, and S.(Kierkegaard 4@94–=, XI:(4)5–53; 4@@)–, 44:(454–).
6) I(argue for this reading in M.(Kosch 899=b, 899–@. Of the alternative readings, most in7uential 

has been :eunissen (4@@4 and 4@@6), according to which !e Sickness unto Death is an exercise 
in depth-psychology aimed at uncovering the sources of despair viewed as an a;ective state, and 
constructing a theory of the self based on that account of the pathologies to which it is subject. :is 
reading is self-consciously revisionist:(it can account for only one form of despair (that of not wanting 
to be oneself), must ignore the claim that the theory of the self ’s pathology is based on the theory of the 
self (rather than the other way round), and cannot account for the second part of the book at all. Other 
interpreters understand despair as failure to live up to the personal ethical task that has been set for one by 
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do not exhaust the options (as they might appear to); it is possible to be a self free of 
despair.65

Something like this account of agency is presupposed in !e Concept of Anxiety, 
Kierkegaard’s most sustained meditation on the phenomenology of freedom. :e premise of 
that work is that the possibility of a basic plurality of outcomes (good and evil) must corre-
spond to something in the phenomenology of agency, and that something (whatever it is) must 
be what makes a choice of sin a psychological possibility. :is is the role Kierkegaard proposes 
for anxiety.6@ :ese two moral psychological works present a positive picture of the human 
agent corresponding to the characterizations of the aesthetic, ethical, and immanent-religious 
standpoints as somehow inadequate to the situation of existing subjectivity.

:is description of the situation and perspective of human agency was what drew twenti-
eth century phenomenologists like the early Heidegger and Sartre to Kierkegaard’s pseudon-
ymous works, and echoes of his accounts of anxiety and of subjectivity more generally are 
clearly discernible in Being and Time and Being and Nothingness. Kierkegaard’s in7uence in 
Anglo-American philosophy, by contrast, has come primarily through philosophers of reli-
gion, for whom Philosophical Fragments, Concluding Unscienti"c Postscript, the posthumously 
published On Authority and Revelation, and above all Fear and Trembling have been most sig-
ni>cant.<9 More recently, scholars have begun to focus on works Kierkegaard published under 
his own name; Works of Love (45<)) in particular has received much recent attention.<4 Finally, 
Kierkegaard’s method, his use of pseudonymity and of what he called “indirect communica-
tion,” has drawn the sustained interest of both philosophers and literary theorists.<8
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